
Curriculum Map Year 2 Term: Summer

Science:
Living things and their habitats - ecology park in Greenwich
To Know:
the differences between things that are living, dead, and things that have never been
alive
what a habitat is and the different types of habitats
that all living things have certain characteristics that are essential for keeping them
alive and healthy, a ‘habitat’ (a natural environment or home of a variety of plants and
animals) and ‘micro-habitat’ (a very small habitat, for example for woodlice under
stones, logs or leaf litter).
what is meant by living, dead and things that have never been alive
the different plants in habitats

● observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants
● find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable

temperature to grow and stay healthy
Different sources of food for animals and plants that plants provide food for animals
(different types of animals and their characteristics - relate to how what and how they
eat)
what a food chain is
identify and name a variety of common animals that are carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores

To:
explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and things
that have never been alive
identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe
how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of animals and
plants, and how they depend on each other
identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including
microhabitats
describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the idea
of a simple food chain and identify and name different sources of food.

History:
Greenwich & contrasting place (Antarctica)
To know:
Greenwich & contrasting place (Antarctica)
To Know:
changes within living memory that reveal aspects of change in national life
significant historical events, people and places in their own locality
Why is Ernest Shakleton a significant individual the lives of significant individuals in
the past who have contributed to national and international achievements

To:
look critically at (familiar/unfamiliar) images and identify/comment on changes
make links between learning about the history of the local area and own life
experiences
describe similarities and differences
recall facts
Identify the different ways events are represented depending on the era and sources
available at the time
Create timelines to depict historical events



PSHE Education:
Relationships:
-To share their opinions on things that matter to them and explain their views through discussions with one
other person and the whole class.
-To learn different strategies to give constructive support and feedback to others e.g. negative and positive.
To judge what kind of physical contact is acceptable, comfortable, unacceptable and uncomfortable and how to
respond (including who to tell and how to tell them).
That people’s bodies and feelings can be hurt (including what makes them feel comfortable and
uncomfortable). (Molly’s Family- Week 5 Challenging Homophobia in schools.)
To recognise different types of teasing and bullying, to understand that these are wrong and unacceptable.
(Tyrannosaurus Drip- Week 2 Challenging Homophobia in schools.)
Strategies to resist teasing or bullying, if they experience or witness it, whom to go to and how to get help.
Consent: Giving consent to play, no means no. Even though they played last week they may not want to today.

SRE
-Talk about the ways boys and girls can be the same and different.
-Understand that some people have fixed ideas about what boys and girls can do. (Mister Seahorse- Week 1
Challenging Homophobia in schools)
-Describe the difference between male and female babies.
-Describe some differences between male and female animals.
-Describe some differences between boys and girls
-Understand that making a new life needs a male and a female. ( Week 3 Challenging Homophobia in
schools-’And Tango makes Three- How two male penguins wanted a family and discuss how they went about
this. What could they do to have a family? Adoption etc.)
-Describe the physical differences between males and females.
-Name the male and female body parts.

Geography:
Weather - Polars & Equator

To Know:
seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom
and the location of hot and cold areas of the world in
relation to the Equator and the North and South Poles
identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United
Kingdom
physical and human characteristics use aerial photographs
and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic
human and physical features
The 4 points on a compass

To:
Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United
Kingdom and the location of hot and cold areas of the
world in relation to the Equator and the North and South
Poles.
Use agreed symbols to make a key
Use a pro forma to collect simple data – e.g Tally

Art & Design:
Seasonal and daily weather patterns.
Painting
Mix a range of secondary colours, shades and tones.
Experiment with tools and techniques, inc. layering, mixing media.
Name different types of paint and their properties.
Work on a range of scales e.g. large brush on large paper etc.
Brushmark, Colour-mixing, Colour scheme,Contrast, Cool, Hot, Primary
Colour, Secondary Colour, Shade, Shape, Texture, Warm, Water, light, dark.
Possible outcomes:
Seasonal paintings depicting changes in the weather using the media above.
John Malone

Living things and their habitats.
Textiles/Collage
Can they use different kinds of materials on their collage and explain why they
have chosen them?
Can they use repeated patterns in their collage?
Use a variety of techniques to create textured and layered collages from a
variety of media or make a simple mosaic.
Wool, felting, material, layer, collage, cover
- use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas,
experiences and imagination

Design Technology:
Textiles: Templates and Joining Techniques
3. Key learning in design and technology

Prior learning
• Explored and used different fabrics.
• Cut and join fabrics with simple techniques.
• Thought about the user and purpose of products.
Designing
• Design a functional and appealing product for a chosen user and purpose based on
simple design criteria.
• Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas as appropriate through talking,
drawing, templates, mock-ups and information and communication technology.
Making
• Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks such as
marking out, cutting, joining and finishing.
• Select from and use textiles according to their characteristics.
Evaluating
• Explore and evaluate a range of existing textile products relevant to the project being
undertaken.
• Evaluate their ideas throughout and their final products against original design criteria.
Technical knowledge and understanding



- develop techniques in pattern and texture
- use a range of natural materials to create collages

Possible outcomes:
Collect natural materials to work with in creating collage of animals and/or
their habitats.
Consider how to create collages of contrasting habitats (Ecology
Park/microhabitat and Antarctica/microhabitat

Variety of collage artists.
Bobbi Baugh
Rebecca Maloney

• Understand how simple 3-D textile products are made, using a template to create two
identical shapes.
• Understand how to join fabrics using different techniques e.g. running stitch, glue, over
stitch, stapling.
• Explore different finishing techniques e.g. using painting, fabric crayons, stitching,
sequins, buttons and ribbons.
• Know and use technical vocabulary relevant to the project.

Religious Education:
Term 5: The Five Pillars of Islam
Key Questions:
What do Muslims believe?
Why is Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) important to Muslims?
What is the Qur’an?
What are the five pillars of Islam?
What does worship mean to Muslims?
How do Muslims show their respect for Allah in everyday life?

Things to think about:
Stories from the life of the Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh), revelation of the Qur’an, the early Muslims, migration to Madinah
The Qur’an is the holy book of Islam, written in Arabic
The Qur’an must be treated with respect
Place of Worship: Mosque
The first call to prayer
1. Shahadah
2. Salah – Prayer
3. Sawm – Fasting
4. Zakat – Charity
5. Hajj – Pilgrimage
Worship of Allah
Muslims serve Allah in many ways
Giving charit
Daily Salah
The Muslim Home

● worship in the home
Living as a Muslim

● the importance of good values for Muslims e.g. honesty, truthfulness and dressing modestly
● respect for everyone
● birth and naming of a baby – names chosen for their good meanings
● keeping food requirements - halal

Music:
Friendship Song
1. Listen and Appraise (a song about friendship)
Listen and Appraise - We Go Together (from Grease
soundtrack): Play the song. Move to the
music or sit down to listen with closed eyes. After listening,
talk about the song and answer the
questions together using correct musical language.
Listen and Appraise - Friendship Song (if you want to): How
are the songs different, how are
they similar?

2. Musical Activities (embed with increasing depth over time.
Refer to the Unit Overview and use the
Activity Manual for guidance)
a. Warm-up Games (including vocal warm-ups) - Friendship
Song
b. Flexible Games (an optional extension activity)
c. Vocal warm-ups and Learn to Sing the Song - Friendship
Song: Continue to sing the song.
The coda section has 2 singing parts.
d. Option: Play Your Instruments with the Song: Revisit your
learning from the last step.
e. Option: Improvise with the Song: New Musical Activity:
Clap and Improvise, Sing, Play and
Improvise and Improvise! Include this new Musical Activity
in the coda then decide who will sing
and who will play.

3. Perform
Performance - Friendship Song: Perform and share what
has taken place in today’s lesson.
Sing the song and improvise using voices and/or
instruments in the coda section - split into 3
groups as 2 groups will sing and 1 group will play.



Term 6 Hinduism
Diwali
Key Questions
What understanding do Hindus have about God?
What do stories at Diwali explain about God?
What is the role of a Hindu temple in a Hindu’s life?

Things to think about

Hindus believe in one God
Represented through different names and forms e.g. Rama Ganesh, Hanuman, Lakshmi
God has visited earth at different times in different forms to help people: Rama
Stories on the theme of good and evil connected to Rama and Sita recalled at Diwali
Stories are found in the Ramayana

Worship at Diwali
The Hindu Mandir
Respect shown by sitting on the floor
The shrine
The Aarti ceremony
Puja
Physical
Education:
Summer 1:
Tennis and
Skipping

Summer 2:
Athletics
Bat and Ball.

French:
Name a describe landmarks in London (this could be linked to the Great Fire of London)
E.g vocab
La Tour de Londres
Tower of London
Le pont de Londres
London bridge
Le palais de Buckingham
Buckingham palace
La cathédrale Saint Paul
St Paul’s cathedral
La  Tamise
The Thames
Use colour/size vocabulary to describe
Learn seasons and months
Describe the weather
Linguascope
Youtube songs
printemps
été
automne
Hiver
Il fait chaud It is hot
Il fait froid it is cold

Computing:
Summer 1
Information Technology:
Digital Art
Create a range of images using either 2Paint or likewise.
Link to Art topic.
Share using Google Classroom.

Computer Science - Theory:
Unplugged
What is an algorithm - DEFINE.
Revise the different types of blocks used in coding and the
names.
What is an algorithm?
What different types of coding blocks are there?

Computer Science - Programming:
Coding
Scratch Jr - Challenges.

Summer 2
Information Technology:
Adding various elements
Use the app book Creator to create a booklet. Formatting -
discuss appearances of changing the background to make it
more eye-catching for the reader.



Il fait du soleil it is sunny
Il pleut it is raining

Add voice notes.
Adding textboxes.
Adding images/drawings.
Create a poster on how to stay safe online.

Computer Science - Programming:
Coding
Use Tynker to learn more about coding.
LEGO WeDo Start Challenges C & D


